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13.1 Taguchi Methods

Also known as Robust Design, Taguchi Methods include both design of experiments concepts,
and a particular philosophy for design in a more general sense (e.g. manufacturing design).
Taguchi sought to improve the quality of manufactured goods, and advocated the notion that
‘quality’ should correspond to low variance. These ideas are well-illustrated by an anecdote.

13.1.1 First Example: TV Manufacturing

Sony compared their television manufacturing between the US and Japan during the late
70’s, and found a striking difference in the distribution of color density1between the two
regions. The TV’s manufactured in the US tended to be within specified tolerance bounds,
but had a very broad distribution. In contrast, the Japanese sets occasionally went outside
spec, but generally had a much sharper distribution around the target value. On average,
Japanese sets tended to have more desirable behavior, and so were considered to be of higher
quality.

There are a few lessons to draw from this observation:
In vs Out of spec is not a great measure: It effectively throws away information.
Spec limits: Specification limits are complicated; they’re set by negotiation between par-
ties with competing interests. E.g. the marketing team may want tight specifications for
advertising purposes, while the manufacturing team may want loose specifications to keep
costs down and increase yield.
Zero defects: This is not a good measure of perfect quality! As seen above, US sets had
‘zero’ defects, but are considered inferior compared to Japanese TV’s.
Low information content: Binomial data have low information content. A continuous
variable carries much more information. For example, suppose we want x ∈ 0.013 ± 0.001:
which column of data would you prefer to have from the table below?

From the continuous data above, we can see that not only are the realizations within
spec, they are also very tightly clustered around our target value. This fact is hidden by the
binomial data in the second column. This leads to a notion of continuous loss.

1I’m unsure what’s meant by color density here. There’s a concept known as RGB density, which measures
the number of distinct colors which are representable in a given color implementation. I suspect the TV’s
manufactured in the 70’s were analog though. It’s possible that for analog TV sets, a different number of
colors was distinguishable based on the hardware implementation.
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Figure 13.1. US vs Japanese television sets; the US sets are always within specifications, but the Japanese
sets are more often closer to the target. Taguchi would claim that the second distribution is indicative of
higher quality.

xi OK?
0.01301 OK
0.01303 OK
0.01298 OK
0.01302 OK

Table 13.1. Continuous data carry more information than binomial data.

13.1.2 Loss Functions

Effectively, the US manufacturers operated on a discrete loss function, while the Japanese
manufactures optimized continuous loss (Fig. 13.2). By inspection, we can see that the
continuous loss function conveys more information; rather than just determining that a
given part is unacceptable, we get a notion of how bad the part is, and which direction we
should go to make it better.

Note that Taguchi made a much stronger claim about his loss function. He claimed
that the quadratic loss L(x) = K(x − T )2 “carried total loss to all society”. This seems to
suggest that a sufficiently ‘bad’ television set would spell the end of society as we know it.
Unbounded societal loss based on television sets is a suspicious claim...
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Figure 13.2. Comparison of discrete and continuous loss functions. Note that with the continuous loss
function, we have a notion of how far we are from the target (through magnitude), and which direction the
target is (through the slope).

13.1.3 Bias vs Variance

The quadratic loss function can be decomposed into bias and variance components. The
bias/variance tradeoff is a classical concept in statistics. Note that for the (sample) average
quadratic loss, we can write

1

n

n∑
i=1

k(xi − T )2 =
1

n

n∑
i=1

(xi − x̄)2 + (x̄− T )2, (13.1)

where the first term on the RHS is the variance, and the second term is the bias. This
tradeoff can be understood intuitively: We can fit a more complicated model through all the
data points, at the cost of a more ‘wiggly’ function with higher variance. A smoother fitted
model will have less variance, but a higher bias.

Given this tradeoff, Taguchi recommended focusing on reducing the variance, even at the
expense of increasing the bias. Why do this? We can illustrate this reasoning with another
example.

13.2 Second Example: Archery

Consider two archers, whose shot histories are plotted in Figure 13.3. The first archer
(left) has no consistent pattern to their shots: Making a specific recommendation would be
difficult. The second archer (right) has tight grouping, and just needs to aim up and to the
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right to hit the bullseye (the red x). This illustrates Taguchi’s reasoning; once variance has
been reduced, one can correct for bias separately, usually by varying other factors.2

Figure 13.3. Shot histories for two archers. Note that the left archer has poor grouping, while the right
archer has a (correctable) bias.

13.3 Third Example: Tile Factory

A factory is in the business hardening tiles; they do so with a kiln, pictured in Figure 13.4.
The thing to note here is that tiles nearer the center of the pile are subjected to less heat;
tile heating depends on the tile’s position in the kiln! In practice, the factory found that
they produced uneven tile sizes, with greater variability in the outer tiles.

A number of possible solutions were suggested:
1. Inspect tiles and discard those out of spec.
2. Buy a new (better) kiln.
3. Determine a new tile recipie with less variability.

Options (1) and (2) were deemed too expensive. So the company went with option (3).
They did so by designing an experiment, varying various factors and studying the variability
of tile sizes. Factors included the amount of limestone, the amount of agalmatolite, the type
of agalmatolite, fineness of additives, etc.

The factory found that if they raised the limestone content in their recipe from 1% to 5%,
they could reduce the variance of tiles produced to acceptable levels. They also found that

2This method fails if we have no other factors to vary!
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Figure 13.4. Inside of a kiln with tiles packed inside. Note that tiles toward the center are insulated by
outer tiles, while those at the edge will be exposed to more heat. This leads to variability across the tiles.
Image from Lakeside Pottery.

they could reduce the amount of agalmatolite while producing acceptable tiles – a major
victory via design of experiments!

13.3.1 Generalizing

We may generalize the experimental design process above with the help of a model. Consider
a response Y which depends on both controlled factors xi and uncontrolled factors zi; that
is

Y = f(x1, . . . , xk, z1, . . . , zr) + ε. (13.2)

Controlled factors are predictors which we can easily vary; things like the percent lime-
stone content in a recipe, or the design of an automobile. Uncontrolled factors are things
which are difficult or impossible to keep constant; such as the position of tiles in a kiln (some
must be nearer to the edge, some further away) and the way an end user drives their car (we
cannot control user behavior directly).

Taguchi recommends we perform the following optimization

min.V[Y |X], (13.3)

wrt.X. (13.4)

Note that in this program, we optimize over X only; the Z are uncontrolled.

13.3.2 Fourth Example: Integrated Circuit Design

Madhav Phadke proposed using robust design in the context of integrated circuit design.3He
was interested in minimizing the DC offset of a differential operational amplifier by moving
the center point of the design. This integrated circuit has an internal feedback loop whose
steady-state error (DC offset) is dependent on the loop gain. If this gain is variable, then
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the output of the circuit will be similarly variable. One could minimize the variability, then
correct the DC offset, apparently by changing the center point of the design.

Figure 13.5 illustrates the idea behind minimizing the output variability. The lower
gain (vertical axis) might be desirable, but operating at higher gain leads to less variability.
Following Taguchi’s recommendation, we can reduce the variability (by increasing the gain),
then compensate for the bias using other techniques (by moving the center point).

Figure 13.5. Generic image illustrating the concept of Robust Design. In the context of our example, the
vertical axis denotes gain, whose variability is reduced when operating at a higher gain. Image from CQUE
Academy.

13.3.3 Taguchi Methods

What are the actual Taguchi Methods? A Taguchi design is built by choosing orthogonal
arrays for both the controlled and uncontrolled factors, then taking their outer product.
Each group of factors could be a combination of factors at different numbers of levels, e.g.
2A−a× 3B−b. As a concrete example, we consider a 23 design in the controlled factors, and a
34−2 design in the uncontrolled factors (Fig. 13.6). This results in an 8 × 9 array of points
in the experimental design.

We then compute loss for each row of the array; for each i-th row (corresponding to
controlled factors), we calculate

3Phadke’s original work “Design optimization case studies” sits behind a paywall on Wiley’s onlinke
library. Take my armchair electrical engineering description with a grain of salt.
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Figure 13.6. Example taguchi design, with a 23 design for the controlled factors (left, A-C), and a 34−2

design for the uncontrolled factors (bottom, D-G). This results in an 8×9 grid, where we run each combination
of inputs (center). Taguchi recommends computing the variance across each row of this array, which helps
to find the optimal levels in our controlled factors. Note that this is a (hopefully illustrative) skeleton; the
specific levels would need to be filled in.

S2
i =

1

J − 1

J∑
j=1

(Yij − Ȳi·)2, (13.5)

SN(i) = −10 log10(S
2
i ), (13.6)

where SN(i) is called the ‘signal-to-noise’ ratio. We then compute an ANOVA of SN
on the controlled factors X, in order to find the optimal levels. Note that performing an
ANOVA in this way effectively assumes multiplicative noise, due to log properties. Taguchi
recommends confirming these levels by running an additional experimental case at the de-
termined optimal levels. This is particularly important if the optimal levels fall outside our
experimental design, as interactions may cause unobserved behavior.

Taguchi also recommends using different loss functions in particular circumstances. In
the case where we have a target value of zero (T = 0), he recommends computing

SN(i) = −10 log10(
1

J

J∑
j=1

Yij). (13.7)

In the case where our target value is infinite (e.g. profit), he recommends

SN(i) = −10 log10(
1

J

J∑
j=1

1/Yij). (13.8)

Taguchi also uses different nomenclature and visualization tools in his nomenclature.
Here is a small example of how Taguchi matches up with the nomenclature we’ve used so
far.

A Taguchi L8 experiment corresponds with what we call a 23 factorial design. We would
denote the levels as in Table 13.3.3.

Taguchi has a different visualization tool for depicting the experimental levels, which
in our example is a triangle, shown in Figure 13.7. This figure is particularly useful when
deciding which variables to assign to real, physical factors. For instance, if we were testing
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A B C AB AC BC ABC
(1) - - - + + + -
a + - - - - + +
b - + - - + - +
ab + + - + - - -
c - - + + - - +
ac + - + - + - -
bc - + + - - + -
abc + + + + + + +

a recipe, and were varying time, temperature, and baking soda, we could assign those to
1,2, and 3 on the triangle below. If we then introduced a factor which we suspected would
interact with baking soda (say vinegar), we can visually see the proximity of levels 5 and 6,
and my choose instead to introduce this additional variable at 4.

Figure 13.7. Taguchi’s visualization tool for our 23 experiment. Note that he uses a different notation for
the levels.
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Figure 13.8. Taguchi’s visualization tool for our 23 experiment, expressed with the usual labels.
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